THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Adoption of Title Definition and Qualifications for the Title “Einstein Professor”

RESOLVED, That the following title definition and qualifications be approved for the title “Einstein Professor”:

EINSTEIN PROFESSOR

Title Definition:

Persons appointed as Einstein Professors are engaged in teaching and research at the highest levels. Einstein Professors may be responsible for directing institutes or other collaborative initiatives.

Qualifications:

For appointment as Einstein Professor, the candidate must have all of the qualifications of a Professor and, in addition, he/she must be an eminent and exceptional scholar in a scientific discipline with an outstanding national and international reputation in his/her field.

EXPLANATION: The title “Einstein Professor” has been in existence at the University since 1979. The proposed “title definition and qualifications” is presented to the Board of Trustees for approval pursuant to Section 11.1 of the Bylaws and, if approved, will be incorporated into a Code of Practice established for instructional staff titles by the Vice Chancellor for Human Resources Management. The University reserves appointment as an Einstein Professor to an elite cadre of outstanding scholars in scientific disciplines.